THIRD  REPUBLIC  AND  THE  CHURCH
stituencies.1 Encouraged by this first victory, the Cabinet made
the bold stroke of impeaching Boulanger before the Senate.
The General fled to Brussels and was disavowed by the mass
of the Conservatives, who realized the game was lost. The
Revisionist agitation continued for a few months but collapsed
at the General Election, most of its supporters deserting the
National party and voting for " orthodox " candidates of the
Right. The Parliamentary Republic had had a narrow escape,
but was saved, for the moment at least.
How much the Church had been at the back of " Boulang-
isme " clearly appeared in its appeal for " religious freedom "
and in the scarcely veiled support of its candidates by a clergy
bent on the abrogation of the Ferry legislation,2 It would
therefore have seemed that the victory won by the Republic over
forces so clearly led by the Church would have precipitated
an anti-clerical offensive and led at last to the Disestablishment
that the Radicals had been advocating for so long. The con-
trary happened. The Radical party as such was not numerous
enough to form a Cabinet and carry out such a policy; and
outside Radicalism most people, even when hostile towards
the Church, either overestimated the difficulties in the way
or thought that the Concordat provided the Government with
too useful a handle over the Church for its abrogation to be
practically desirable. Nor must the ever-growing importance of
social problems be overlooked: many moderate Republicans
were beginning to be afraid of Socialism and anarchism, and
saw in the Church a bulwark of social order which it would
be wise to respect, while Socialists, anti-clerical and even anti-
religious as they were, held anti-clericalism to be a bourgeois
device destined to withdraw attention from issues that really
mattered.
While therefore there was little inclination among the parties
1	The system of single-member constituencies, with a second ballot if
no one gets a clear majority at the first, breaks up coalitions, which the
list-system encourages.
2	" Nous vimes alors les meilleurs d'entre nous accorder leur confiance a
un politicien d'aventure qui s'£tait entoure" de tous les rastaquoueres, de tous
les hebreux, de tous les cosmopolites qu'il avait pu ramasser en chemin "
(Abbe Naudet, Pourquoi les Catholiques ont perdu la Bataille, p. 87),
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